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Early June 2011

and the region where we will be

Deposit Balance $.

meeting. Was there an MCASin this
area one time?
CONA
shipboard
postmarks

Marine Aviation Centennial

e-mail; pauseg@gmail.com

MARINE
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My sendings

for

CONA

carrier

postmarks have been slowly trickling

in. The following have returned so
far: USS Enterprise, USS George
Washington, USS John C. Stennis,
USS Theodore Roosevelt (no date)
and USS George H W Bush (no
date). | have written again to the last
two, asking for cancels with dates in.
| have been sending 5 at a time, to

comply with the DOD mandated limit

of five per collector. | will be using
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Navy ship arrival due to lack of
dredging. Our design was changed
as was the location to Mobile.

Another Greg Cielsietski design,
Thanks,
fs

Great

Lakes

Naval

Training

Center centennial postmark
“Boot camp" to most attendees, the
Great
lakes
training
center
celebrated 100 years and member

Wolfgang Hechler designed this

pictorial that will be used, | did make
an appearance there while In the

Coast Guard, attending BT "A"

school there in the 62-63 timeframe.
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some relatives and neighbors
names, 30 | can get a few ahead to
do chapter covers.

Originally planned for Pensacola, FL
the event was moved to Mobile AL
due to the shallow channel in
Pensacola that could not support a

Seems like just yesterday! (Just

kidding).
‘Our chapter covers from the carriers
will be limited, and will take awhile to
get them back and finished. The
USNS Washington Chambers also
fetumed their CONA cancel.
USS

Pennsylvania,

landing covers back
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After waiting several months (sent in

Check out the naval items on eBay, Proceeds go to Decatur Chapter. Seller:CGCOVERGUY
Feel free to send uny information that you think may be of interest to other collectors.

Infarmation published here és not guaranteed

‘Visit the Universal Ship Cancellation Society web site at: wwew.uses.org!

